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CuPID will test competing theories of magnetic reconnection
CuPID will test competing theories of magnetic reconnection by observing the magnetospheric cusps.
The 6U chassis houses \textit{two} instrument payloads and a custom avionics system for 3-axis control.
The 6U chassis houses two instrument payloads and a custom avionics system for 3-axis control.
The 6U chassis houses **two** instrument payloads and a custom avionics system for 3-axis control.
Soft X-Ray Telescope:

Lobster Eye Optics

Human Made Optics $\rightarrow$ **Slumped Micro-pore Reflector**
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Soft X-Ray Telescope:

**Lobster Eye Optics**

Micro-Pore Reflector allows for filtering material to be added on top of optic array
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Soft X-Ray Telescope:
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The 6U chassis houses *two* instrument payloads and a custom avionics system for 3-axis control.
Micro-Dosimeter Suite:

Collimation

Mechanical FOV is ~45 degrees

Experimental FOV is ~50 degrees
(still undergoing testing)
Micro-Dosimeter Suite

Detection

Foil layer before silicon detector

Dos-A

18μm Aluminum
> 50keV Electrons

Dos-B

0.2μm Nickel
> 50keV Electrons and Protons

Bench testing at BU
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**Soft X-Ray Telescope:**
DXL Sounding Rocket 2015

**Micro-Dosimeters**
Aerospace Corp. AeroCube-6
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